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Apply (8.5.4) to the mapping
*->/(*)-/'(*(>)•*
whose derivative is t -> (/'(*) -/'(*o) ' * bY (8.2.2) and (8.1.3).
(8.6.3) Let A be an open connected subset in a Banach space E, (fn) a sequence
of differentiable mappings of A into a Banach space F. Suppose that: (1) there
exists one point x0 e A such that the sequence (fn(x0)) converges in F; (2) for
every point a e A., there is a ball B(#) of center a contained in A and such
that in B(d) the sequence (f£) converges uniformly. Then for each a e A, the
sequence (fn) converges uniformly in E(a) ; moreover, if, for each x e A,
f(x) = limfn(x) and g(x) = lim /„'(*), then g(x)=f(x) for each xeA.
n-*oo	n-*oo
Let r be the radius of B(a) ; then by (8.5.4), for any point x e B(a), we have
-/„« - (fn(a) -/»)!! < \\x - a\\ • sup \\f'n(z) -f'm(z)\\
zeB(a)
(8.6.3.1)	<r-sup ||/;(z)-/;(z)[|.
zeB(a)
As the sequence (f'n) is uniformly convergent in B(a), and F is complete,
this proves that if the sequence (/„(*)) is convergent at any point of B(a),
it is also convergent at every point of B(a), and in fact uniformly convergent
in B(fl). This result first shows that the set U of the points x such that (/„(*))
is a convergent sequence, is both open and closed in A; as it is not empty
by assumption, and A is connected, U = A. We finally prove g is the deriva-
tive of /: given e > 0, there is by assumption an integer nQ such that for
n ^ n0 , m^n0, \\fi(z) —fm(z)\\ < e/f for every z 6 B(a), and moreover
||#(<2) —fn(d)\\ ^ e; letting m tend to + oo in (8.6.3.1), we see that, for n ^ n0
and x e B(tf), we have
||/(*) -f(d) - (/B(x) -/n(a))|| < e||x - fl||.
On the other hand, for any n ^ n0 , there is r' < r such that, for || jc - a\\ < r',
we have \\fn(x) -/B(a) -/» - (x - a)|| < 8||x - a\\ ; using (5.7.4), we
finally see that for ||x - a|| < r', we have
||/(x) -/(a) - ^) - (x - a)\\ < 3e||* - a||
which proves that / ''(a) exists and is equal to g(a). Q.E.D.
Again, we can state better results when E = R and A is an interval in R :

